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NTOR'S

8        Tothe Honorable puerto Rico Energy Bureau:  ("Bureau")

9                NOWCOMES,  EMPIRE  GAS  COMPANY,  lNC.  ("Empire")through  its  undersigned

10       legal representation and respectfully sTATEs   its written testimony as follows:

11        I.  IDENTIFICATION  OFWITNESS:

12       RAMON GONZALEZ SIMOUNET,  Esq. Vice-President,  Empire Gas company,  Inc.

13        ll.  WITNESSCREDENTIALS:

14       Provided atthe beginning ofthetestimonyquestions  1  and 2.

15        lll.  ISSUESORSUJECTS:

16           Use  of  Liquified  Petroleum  Gas  and  or  Synthetic  Natural  Gas  as  fuels  by  PREPA

17       Generating     Units,     including     the     Peak    Shaving     Unt.fs    described     in     Section

18      Sectiion lo.1.5 Install  New  Resouroes, Mobile  Gas  Turbine  Peaking  units  (MGTPu's).
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1       Changing  the  proposed  liquified  natural  gas  import  terminals  proposed  for  Mayaguez

2       and Yabucoa to liquified petroleum gas.  Section  10.1.7.

3        lv.  DIRECTEXAMINATION

4           1.   Please state your full name?

5              a.  Ram6n Gonzalez simounet.

6           2.   Please state your academic background?

7           a.  I  hold  B.B.A.  degree from  Loyola  university,  New orleans,  LA;  a  Juris  Doctor (JD)

8       degree  from  the  Inter American  University  School  of Law and  a  Master of Laws  (LLM)

9       degree in  Banking and Financial Law from Boston university.

10             3.  Please state your professional experience?

11             a.  Since  19871  have  been  acting  as  Vice  President and  Legal  Counsel  for  Empire

12       Gas  Company,  lnc.  ("Empire")  a  Puerto  Rico  Liquefied  Petroleum  Gas  (LPG)  importer

13       and  distributor.  My  duties  include  logistics,  purchasing,  client  development,  marketing

14       as well as financial and administrative duties.

15            4. What is Empire and  how was it formed and organized?

16            a.    Empire,   is  a  local  corporation;  currently  the  largest  importer  and  distributor  of

17       Liquefied  Petroleum  Gas  ("LPG"  or  "propane") in Puerto Rico.   It  was  founded  by  Mr.

18       Ram6n  Gonzalez Sr.   in  1967.   Mr.  Gonzalez Sr.  had  previously worked for many years

19       in  the  local  LPG  industry  as  a  sales  manager  for  the  leading  u.S.   LPG  company  in



1       Puerto  Rico,  Tropigas.  Empire  became  in  1967  the  first  Puerto  Rican  LPG  wholesaler

2       and distributor and encouraged the formation of independent LPG retail distributors.

3            Since then,  Empire  has  been supplying LPG for domestic,  coiirmeroial  and  industrial

4      uses  within  the  Commonweam  Of puerto Rico.  Empire  operates  more  than  50  LPG

5      filling   plants   in puertoRieo;   employing   some   400   persons.    us   staff   and   outside

6      resources include engineers, specialieed and hishly trained personnel, accountants and

7       legal   counsel.    On  April   12,   2019,   Mr.  Ram6nGonzalez,   Sr.,   Empire'sfounder  and

8       President  was inducted to the  LP Gas  Hall of Fame. ±±±p://lpaashalloffame.com/ramQn=

9       aonzalez-sr/

10             5.   Please describe Empire's Importation and Distribution infrastructure?

11            a.  Empire's  main  import  terminal  and  storage  facility  in Pefiuelas,  Puerto Rico  is  a

12       fully refrigerated facility, with a storage capacity of some 23,000 MT or 12.2 MM ("million

13       gallons")  of  LPG.   This  storage  capacity  provides  an   import  potential  for  millions  of

14       additional gallonsof LPG peryear.

15             Empire  has  a  large  and  modem  fleet  of  tank  trailer  transports  with  an  average

16      capacity   of   10,000   gallons   ready   to   access   any   point   within   the   Commonwealth

17       of puerto Rico and operates its own repair/maintenance hub in Guaynabo,  Puerto Rjco.

18                6.   Can you describe Empire's operations?

19            a.  Empire supplies  LPG  through  it's  filling  plants  to  hundreds  of  independent  local

2o       LPG  distributors  serving  both  the  residential  and  the  commercial  LPG  sector.  LPG  is



1       used     domestically    for    cooking,     cloth     drying     and    water    heating     applications;

2       commercially,  by restaurants, dry cleaners, coffee roasters and other applications.

3           Empire  is also the  leading  supplier of LPG for industrial  operations;  providing  LPG  not

4       only for conventional  boiler heat and  steam  requirements;  but also for  Combined  Heat

5       and  Power  ("CHP")  and  electrical  co-generation  and  electric  generation  applications.

6       CHP's   are   able  to   provide,   on   a   combined   basis,   energy,   steam   and   cooling  for

7       industrial  applications.  By  using  excess  heat  (similarly  to  a  comb/.ned cyc/e  unit)  CHP

8       units  are  capable  of  achieving  80%  efficiency  rates,  versus  34%  for  most  electric

9        generating  utilities.

10             We   also   provide   turn-key   power   and CHP solutions   to   local   and   multi-national

11       manufacturing   operations;   including   the  design,   purchase   of  generating   machinery,

12       assembly,  testing  and  operations of such  solutions.   Empire services and  supplies  LPG

13       to several CHP operations, among them:

14             a.  O/et.n Recovery, Yabucoa,  Puerto Rico, operates a  1  MW CHP unit.
15
16             b.  Hosp/ta/ /a  Concepc/.6n,  San  German,  Puerto  Rico,  operates  a  1  MW CHP  unit,

The  unit  operated   continiously  durning  and  after  Hurricane  Maria,   saving   lives  and
providing full medical services to the region.

19
20             c.   Ec/wands   Lr.fesct.ences   in   Afiasco   operates   a   1    MW   CHP   unit   with   a   GE
21        reciprocating engine.
22
23             d. Procan.be in pefiuelas,  uses a  1  MW CHP unit. Operated by Empire.
24
25             e.  Pr/.zerwill  begin  operations  in  December  2019  of a  4  MW CHP  unit  running  on
26       Siemens   reciprocating   engines.   This   system   has   been   designed,   built   and   will   be
27       operated   by   Empire.   Other  CHP   units  will   be  established   in   Guayama   (2021)   and
28       Barceloneta (2022).
29
3o             f.   Cervecera  c/e  Ptjerfo  Rt.co  operates  a  1   MW  CHP  unit  running  on  a  Siemens
31        reciprocating engine.



1
2             g. Pa// Pta/7r7aceuf/-ca/ in  Fajardo will operate a  1  MW CHP unit.

3                  7.  What are the main characteristics of LPG?

4            a.  LPG  stands  for  "i/queifed f]efroleum  Gas".  LPG  is  a  heavier than  air  mi>cture  Of

5       hydrocarbon   gases;   the   two   most   common   being   butane   and   propane   and   it   is

6      considered      an      alternative      fuel      under     theE/lengy     Po//dy     Act     of     7992.

7       (www.nrel.aov/docs/fvolosti/30147.DdIAT)  Almost all  of the  LPG  imported  and  used  in

8       Puerto  Rico  is Of the  HD5 standard,  having  at least 90%  propane content.  LPG  is  rot

9      toxic and not classified a greenhouse gas,. contrary to natural gas, which is. See answer

10       toQuestion  15,  infra.

11                 At   room   temperature,   LPG   is   a   colorless   and   odorless   gas.   LPG   is   liquefied

12       generally   by   pressurization;   compared   to   natural   gas   (`NG")   which   is   cryogeni.ca//y

13       turned  to   liquefied   natural  gas   ("LNG'').   For  safety   reasons,   LPG   is   mixed  with  an

14       odorant,  mercapfan,  to allow for detection  by its consumers.  Under pressure or in cooler

15       conditions;  it  transforms  into  a  liquid  state.  This  process  leads  to  the  reduction  of the

16       volume to  1/260 of the gaseous aggregate  state.  LPG  has a  caloric value  (BTU/cuft)  at

17       60F,of2,506whileLNGhasavalueof 1,012.

18          https.://altenerav.com/media/1106/DroDdataDdf. Ddf

19              ^coording to the Enciclopedia Britanica..

20       "Liquefied  petroleum  gas  (LPG),  also  Called  LP  gas,  any  of several  liquid  mixtures  of
21       the  volatile hydrocarbons propene,  propane,  butene,  and butane.  It  was  used  as  early
22       as   1860   for  a   portable   fuel   source,   and   its   production   andconsumptionfor   both
23       domestic and  industrial use have expanded eversince.
24
25       A   typical   commercial   mixture   may   also   containethaneandethylene,   as   well   as   a

5



1       volatile  meroapfan,  an  odorant  added  as  a  safety  precaution.  Liduefied  petroleum  gas
2       (LPG)       is       recovered       from       "wet"natural       gas       (gas       with       condensable
3       heavy petroleum compounds) by absorption.
4
5       The recovered product has a low boiling  point and must be distilled to remove the lishter
6      fractions  and  then  be  treated  to  remove  hydrogen  sumde,  carbon  dioxide,  and water.
7       The finished  product  is  transported  by pipeline and  by  specially  built  seagoing  tankers.
8       Transportation  by  tuck,  rail,  and  barge  has  also  developed,  particularty  in  the United
9      States.

10
11       LPG  reaches  the  domestic  consumer  in  eylinders  under  relatively  low  pressures.  The
12       largest  part  Of  the  LPG  produced  is  used  in  central  heating  systems,  and  the  next
13       largest   as   raw   material   for   chemical   plants.   LPG   commonly   is   used   as   fuel   for
14       gas barbecue  grills  and  gas  cooktops  and  overrs,  for  gas  fireplaces,  and  in  portable
15       heaters.  In  Europe,  LPG  water  heaters  are  common.  It  is  also  used  as  an  engine fuel
16       and   for   backup   generators.    Unlikediesel,   LPG   can   be   stored   nearty   indefinitely
17       without degradation." httDs:/twww.britannica.com/science/butane
18
19                 Currently,   on   a   worldwide   basis,   LPG   is   produced   with   two   methods;   with

20       approximately  60%  derived  from  raw  natural  gas  during  natural  gas  processing  and

21       approximately    40%    coming    from    crude    oil    refining.    httDs://\^AV\^/.wlDaa.ore/about-

22       Ipa/Droductionrdjstribution/    However,  in the u.SA. the percentage derived from natural

23       gas   ("NG)   is   much   higher,   83%.   In  2017,   hydrocarbon  gas   liduids   (including   LPG)

24       produced  from   NG  amounted  to  3.78  million   barrels  per  day,  while  refinery  derived

25        liquids only o.63 million  barrels perday.

26         https:/twww.eja.gov/energyexplainedthyd rocarbonngas-liq u ids/.

27             It  should  be  kept  in  mind  that  raw  natural  gas  itself  is  made  Of methane,  propane,

28       butane,  isobutane,  ethane,  ethene,  isobutene,  butadiene,  pentane  and  pentanes  plus;

29       as raw unrefined  natural gas.  Refined  natural gas is made of almost entirely methane.

30           8.  What `is synthetic Natural Gas (SNG")?

31               a.  Synthefi.c Ivafura/ Gas ("SNG")  is propane mixed with  air;  in exact proportions as

32      to  replicate  the  characteristics  of  natural  gas. To  ensure  the  greatest  certainty  and



1       clarity  when  discussing  the  issue  of  interchangeability  between  LPG  ("propane')  and

2       liquefied  natural  gas  ("LNG"),  the  technically  correct  and  globally  accepted definition

3       must be incorporated.

4               The most common specific method to mediate the exchange of combustible gases

5       is the  so-called  "Wobbe /ndex".  It is  an  indicator of the  interchangeability of fuels  such

6       as  LPG,  liquefled  natural  gas  ("LNG"),  natural  gas  ("NG")  and  Synthetic  Natural  Gas

7        ("SNG")    or    propane    air.    See    hiLtp3./,'sciencing.com,Jc3lculate  wJobbe-Index-5147506

8       himl   LPG  can  easily  be  converted  into SNG by  a  simple  air  closing  process,  in  which

9       approximately 45% of atmospheric air is mixed with 55% LPG vapor.  It is also known as

10       "propane ai./' ("a7.re-propanado") in spain and Latin America.

11            The following images illustrates a typical SNG installation:
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3               lt    must    be    remembered    and    reiterated    that,    natural    gas    is    cryogen/.ca//y

4      (cryogenics    is    the    production    and    behaviour   of   materials    at   very    low

5       temperatures)  turned to liquefied  natural gas ("LNG") and to be used,  LNG transported

6      and  shipped  as  LNG  and  must  be  re-gasirfedand  converted  back  into  natural  gas

7      through a process thattransforms it back into a gaseous state.

8             Therefore,   if  SNG requires some auxiliary closing equipment to achieve the desired

9      air      blend;      LNG      needs      a      much      more      complex     and      costlier      re-

10      gasification equipment;   plus   the   required   and   extremely   costly   natural   gas



1      storage equipment;  capable  of storing  the  LNG  as a  refrigerated  liquid  before  its  re-

2       gasification.

3            In  puerto Rico,  SNG has been produced and delivered for decades to residential and

4       commercial users in san Juan, via the underground distribution grid ofa local company,

5       San Juan Gas.

6            9.    Is synthetic Natural Gas interchangeable with natural gas?

7           a.  Yes.    As  .iT\d.icated  by  the  "U.S.   Department  of  Homeland  Security'  .in  a  stucly

8      prepared for the  "Infrastructure  Assurance  Center  Decision  and  Information  Sciences

9       Division, Argonne National Laboratory" on February 2012..

"Propane-air,   also  called   liduefied   propane  gas   (LPG)-air,   is   essentially  a   synthetic

natural gas that  is formed  by mixing  vaporieed  propane  or  LPG with  air.  The  resultina
homoq.neou.  m]rfure  c|il  b.  LJ.qd_1.  .  dlrect  reDL±e.in.ht for  nltural  aa.  Ln
combustion                             aDDlications. "                             (Emphasis                             added)
httD://\^ww.iDd.anl.aov/anlpubs/2012ro773792.Ddf

As expla.iT\ed .in WLPGA:s paper  SNG,  LPG  (Air,  Propane Air)  the  LPG  Opportunity .in

18       Section 3.1.2:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

"The principle of an  SNG  system  starts with the  conversion  of liquid  LPG  into vapour,

which  is then mixed with air at a preset ratio (usually 53-57°/o LPG 4347% air)  LPG can
have a vapour BTU content of approx 22,500 Kcal's per cubic meter,  compared to  NG
of approx.  9,000  Kcal.  Since LPG's  BTU  content is much  higher than  NG  it has to
be  "diluted".  The  vaporized  LPG  is  run  through  a  LPG/air  mixer  that  mixes  at  the
required ratio of vapour LPG and air, to create a mixture compatible with NG ....

27      This  LPG/air  mixture  is  directly  compatible  with  NG;  it  can  replace  directly  NG
28      and  can  therefore  be  used  by  any  equipment  that  uses  NG  such  as  burners,
29      heaters,     stoves,     etc.     without     any     modifications     to     the     equipment."
30       https://www.wlpga.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/SNG-The-LPG-Opportunity-
31        2017.pdf

9



1

2        According totheworld  LP GasAssociation:
""The vaporized  LPG  is  run through a  LPG/air mixer that mixes  at the  required  ratio of

vapour  LPG  and  air,  to  create  a  mixture compatible with  NG.
directly compatible with NG.  it can  rep
bv anv eauiDment that use NG such  ai
heaters. etc..without   anv  modification
be connected directlv to NG oiDelines"

This  LPG/air mixture is
directlv NG and can therefore be used
mers. heaters. stoves. furnaces. water
Lie eauiDment. Such svstems can also

Emulating  NG  with  SNG  is  a  conventioiial  DroDosal.  which  can  be  used  in  base
load.  backup.  and  Peak  shaving  systems.  The  use  of  SNG  is  not  a  new  idea  as
mentioned above;  it started over 50 years ago.  BecaLlse its DroDerties can  imitate NG
±g+[p_l!.  8NG  can  bo  Lieed  intEirc_ha_naoablv  ]n  avabme  dfFeLqned  for  NG,  gnd8,
appliances,  equipment.  This offers significant benefits to  companies or institutions that!
decide  to  implement  SNG  systems.  They  can  avoid  costly  infrastructure  or  appliance
conversions,  unlike switching to a diesel oil or LPG system." (Emphasis added)

16       httDs//wi^^^r.wlDaa.ora^^ro.„/SNG-The-LPG-OoDortunitv-2017.

17

18           Thus,   SNGand   natural   gas   are   fully   interohangeable   according   to   the

19      aforementionecl  index.    SNG REPIACES  natural  gas;   FOR  ALL  TYPES  0F  USE

2o       FROM         RESIDENTIAL         TO         INDUSTRIAL         See,         Eaton,         D.         Gary,

21      "PEA/(SHAMM/G M7H srvG"  LP  Gas Global Technology conference,  2006;  Propane

22       Education   and   Research   Council   ("PERC)  Vvdrld   LP  Gas  Association   ("VVLPGA).

23       Schedule "A". The author indicates that:

24      "If the natural gas and the SNG have an  identical or nearty identical wobbe Index, they
25       produce an  equivalent amount Of energy and  require the same amount Of combustion
26      air. Burners  operating  on sNGwill  not  require  pressure  aqjustments  and  the
27      measured     and     observed     combustion     characteristics     show    essentially
28      complete acceptance."
29       httD//\MM^r. Dremieraas.com.Dk/LPG%20Gtobal%20Techroloav%20Conference2006%2
30       0Presentatien.Ddf

31            10. Vvhat are the principle uses ofsNG?

32

10



a. According to Gary Eaton, the principle uses of LNG are:

6       "1.  Peak  Shaving  Systems:  AIlows  both  NG  local  distribution  companies  (LDCs)  and
7       industrial gas consumers to supplement their NG during peak demand periods.
8
9        2.  Base-Load systems:  Provide a "natural gas equivalent" bridge fuel in regtone where

10       NG will be implemented but is not yet available.  Later the SNG system will later revert to
11       a peakshavingfunction.
12
13       3.   Backup   Systems:   AIlows   industrial   natural   gas   oustomers   to   use   SNG   during
14      ourtailment periods, and, allows taking advantage of arbitrage opportunities."
15
16       http:/^M^Mr.Dremiergas.com.pk/LPG%20Global%20Technoloav%20Conference2006%2

17       0Presentation.Ddf

18                   11.      Can   LPG/SNG   be   used   for   energy   and   electrical   generation   at   utility

19      generation scale?

20          a. Yes.   Several  countries operate  LPG/SNG fired  power plants;  including the  U.S.A.

21      (as peaA shavt.ng plants with SNG) the usvl,  Pakistan, Ghana,  EI salvador, China and

22       Honduras.   The   largest,   the BH.dge  Power  P/ar}f,   in   Ghana,   will   ultimately   have  an

23       electricity generating capacity of400 Mwe,  using  LPG to fire gas turbine generator sets

24      with  steam  turbines  in   Combined   Cycle  Gas  Turbine  ("CCGT")  configuration.   Once

25       completed, it will represent over l5% of the country's power generation capacity.

26            General  Electric  sisned   in  July  2018,   a  memorandum  of  understanding  with  the

27       Beximco  Group  to  create  Bangladesh's  first  LPG-based  power  plant  to  generate  150

28       MW of electricity.  General Electric, Aereo Fue/ Flext.bt./rty vw7ifepaper.

29       www.ae.com/content/dam/aeDower-

ll



1        w/global/en_US/docuniieritsr'Gaspower/gasturbines/GEA34108   Aero   Fuel   Flexlbility_
2        Whitepaper_Final  pdf

3             Gas turbine  manufacturer H/.fact/-reports that a total  121  LPG  burning  gas turbines,

4       (from  17  to  110  MW,  most  under  50  M\/\/)  have  been  installed  in  the  world  since  1964.

5       All  units  are  dual  or triple fuel  compatible.  Among  those;  47  have  been  installed  in  the

6        U.S.A.,11  in Japan,10  I.n Australia, 6 in  saudiArabia and 4  I.n Argentina.

7        ri[`ips ;';'ipg-apps  org/uplc;adst'Modules;'Library/powel--geiieration-lpg-gas-turbiriesL

8        kuba_hitachi_mitsub!shiLapan  pdf

9            Recently,  ln  Honduras,  a  LPG  fired  28  MW  project  using  four  Wartsila  34SG-LPG

10       reciprocating engines, has been built forthe 60,000 habitants island of Roatan.

11              The u.S. Virgin  Islands water and  power Authority (WAPA) will operate seven  GE

12       turbines atthe  198-MWplant on st. Thomas and operates a  118-MW plant on  st. Croix

13        usingLPG.

14             ln  the  U.S.A.  as  of 2012,  at  least  56  Peak  Shavt.ng facilities  are  in  operation  using

15       Propane-Air (SNG as discussed above).  See pro/t.mi.navy Assessment of a propane-At.r

16      Backup  System  /or  the  Anchorage,  A/aska,  Area  Prepared  for  U.S.   Department  of

17       Homeland security,  February 2012.

18       https://Dublications.anl.aov/anlDubs/2012/07/73792.Ddf

19             lt   should   be   noted   that   most   manufacturers   of  turbine   and   reciprocating   units

20       manufacturers;  such  as  GE,  Hitachi,  Siemens and  Wartsila,  offer LPG or dual  LPG/NG

21       fueling capabiliies.

•P/2



1              12.   Why is LPG/SNG ideal fuels for countries lacking a comprehensive Natural Gas

2       infrastructure?

3             a.   As   a   matter   of   economics,   LPG/SNG   based   generation   may   be   an   ideal

4      alternative for island  enclosed  systems with  no  natural gas  access. As explained  by a

5       leading authoron the subject:

6      for  island  grids  dependent  on  imported  fuel  oil,  propane  pow/er  is  especially
7      attracti\re.  Though  it's  not as  clean  as solar or wind,  it's far cleaner than diesel while
8       still being dispatchal]le...
9

10       The  U.S.  virgin  Islands Water and  Power Authority  (\^IAPA)  is  in the  middle of a Sj§Q
11       million transition from fuel oil to DroDane. The Droiect is exDected to cut wAPA's fuel
12       costs  bv  30%. amounting  to  annual  savings  of  around  $90  million.  The  seven  GE
13       turbines  at the  198-MW  plant  on  St.  Thomas  and  the  118-MW plant  on  St.  Croin:that
14       previously  ran  on  No.  2  fuel  oil  are  being  converted  to  dual-fuel  operation  by  Dutch
15       firm vitol." Thomas, supra. (Emphasis provided)

16      The author further indicates the basis reason for such alternative:

17      "ComE)ared  to  LNG.  the  infrastructure  required  to  make  the  svvitch  to  DroDane
18      Power is far lees challertaina. ThoLIgh generation with propane results in slightly
19      lower output and efficiency compared to natural gas, propane is much easier and
20      less expensive to cornpress, ship,  and store than  LNG toropane  lit]uefies at J2C
21      compared to -260C for natural gas) or compressed  rratural gas (which  must be stored
22       at far hisher pressures: about 3,000 psi versus  100 psi to  150 psi for propane).
23

24      Propane-powered turbines can  be used for the same simple eycle,  combined  cycle,  or
25      congeneration  applications as  natural gasiired turbines." Overtone,  Thomas,  "Pxpparie
26      Power ls Grabbing Growing share of Gas-Fired Market" www.powermag.com/propane-
27        power-is-grabbing-growing-share-of-gas-fired-market.

28             According  to  the  Vvorld   LPG  Association,   in   its "Gtoba/  LOG  Pow+er  Generafron

2:9      Market Development & Recommendations for Future Growlhi stndv..

30      "There  is  growing  evidence  to  suggest that  LPG  will  have  an  important  role to
31      play within the global power Generation sector in the next 10 to 20+ years ......
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1      ...However,  many  countries  do  not have  an  established  het`A/ark  of natural  gas
2      pipelines.  In  countries where these do exist,  infrastructure is often  reserved for
3      areas  of  high  population  density  and/or  centers  of  industrial  activity,  leaving
4      more remote areas with little or no access to natural gas. In such cases, there is a
5      clear opportunity for LPG to provide a solution for power generation -especially
6      when  new  power  plants  are  necessary  to  meet  increasing  electricity  demand."
7       See https://www.wloaa.ore/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Global-LPG-Power-Generation-
8       Market-Development-and-Recommendations-for-Future-Growth.pdf.  (Empahsis added)

9      As indicated by the worfdLPG Associ.afi.on:

10        "Over  time,   we  expect  natural  gas  grid   infrastructure  to  expand   in   many   regions
11      throughout  the  world.   However,   in  some  countries,   power  shortages  are  becoming
12       critical  issues today and  governments cannot afford to wait for five to ten years before
13       natural gas pipelines are in place to fuel new-build power plants.

14       Therefore,  in  a  bid  to  provide  security  of electricity  supplies,  governments are
15      increasingly considering the potential for using LPG as a `bridging' fuel. In these
16      cases,  power plants fueled  by  LPG  are  built - often  with  short one to  t`^/o-year
17      lead  times  -  but  with  a  longer-term  plan  to  convert  to  natural  gas  once  the
18       pipeline infrastructure is in place." Wowd LPG Assoc/.afi.or}, supra. (Emphasis added)

19          ln   Honduras   Roatan    Island,   the   local   utility   reasoned   considered   the   following

20      elements in its selection process:

"For  this  Droiect,  Roatan  Electric  ComDanv  evaluated  LPG  and   Ll\lG,   both  of

\^rhich are cleaner fuels than distillate (LFO) and  residual oil (HFol. Whereas LNG
would  require  significant  investment and  a  lengthy  construction  Period  for the
crvoaenic  storage  on  site.  LPG  can  be  stored  in  industrv  standard  Pressurized
bullet  tanks. Furthermore,  the  worldwide  fleet  of  small  pressurized  LPG  tankers  is
large,  and  existing  vessels  could  be  used  for the  Roatan  trade while  at the  same  time
supplying  LPG  to  existing  other consumers  jn  the  region.  For  LNG,  small  LNG  tankers
would  have  to  be  sourced  and  tailored  for the  specific trade.  On  the  basis  of these
considerations,  LPG  was  found  to  be  the  most attractive  choice  of fuel  for the
new   environmentally   friendly   power   plant."   See   World   LPG   Association,   AIV
EXEPTIONAL  ENERGY  CASE  STUDY,  the  role  Of  LPG  in  a  modern  hybrid  power
system         with          re newable         e nergy         ge n eration".          (E in p ha si s         added)
httDs://www.wlDaa.ora/wD-content/uploads/2019/02/\/VLPGA-RECO-Roatan-Case-

-Draft-FINAL.

The environmental aspects of the selection are highlighted as follows:



1       "The Roatan LPG power plant delivers sisnmcant environmental advantages.  In addition
2       to a =20% reduction ofc02 emissions (greenhouse gas) the new LPG power plant has
3       significantly  lowered   nitrogen   oxide   (NOx),   C02,   Sulphur  and   partioulate  emissions
4       compared  to  the  former  LFO-fired  diesel   power  plant."  AIV  EXEPT/OML  EIVEf?GY
5       CASE STUDY(supra)
6
7            Furthermore,  the  plant's  medem  design  and  control  equipment facilitates  renewable

8       energy source integration:

9       "The  integration  of  renewable  energy  into  the  Roatan  power  system  was  hish  on  the
10       agenda,   and  the  inherent  intermitteney  of  wind  and  solar  energy  was  a  factor  that
11       needed to be overcome. Wartsile's latest generation advanced  control systems provide
12       accurate    control    that   facilitates    large    scale    renewable    energy    generation."    AIV
13       EXEPTIONAL ENERGY CASE STUDY (supra)

14            As for the  usvI, their plants operated entirely on diesel fuel,  and their capacity was

15       similar  to  some  ourrently  in  use  by PREPA.  The  jurisdiction  switched  to  LPG  as  its

16      primary fuel.   As a matter offact. LPG was chosen for a new aeneration of central

17      station Bower plants: as it \A/as deemed the cheaper alternative to liquefied natural

18      aas (LNGl, See congressional Research service, "Potenfi.a/ Opfrons for E/ecfro povrer

19       Resiliency           in           the           U.S.            Virgin            Islands",           Fedruary           2018

20       httDs:/lfas.ora/saD/crs/row/R45105.Ddf

21               13.  What  are  the  estimated  fuel  savings  of switching  from  Diesel  to  LPG  in  small

22       and mid-size electric generation plant?

23              a.  We  have  estimated  at  least  a  35%  fuel  savings  for  PREPA  by  switching  from

24       Number 2  Oil  and  diesel  to  LPG.  Here  are  some of the sources we  have  used  in  our

25       analysis.

26           First,   according   Wartsila   Energy   Solutions   presentation   at   the   2019   "Congreso

T]       Intemacional de GLP, Bogota colombia, LPG FOR POWER GENERATION, as of June
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1       2019,  the  cost  in  S/MMBTU  for  propane  was  about  $7.90  cheaper than  diesel  or  light

2       fueloil (LFO,  Houston380cstbunker)

3       http://\^ww.aasnova.co^^/a-content/uploads/2019/08/LPG-for-Power-Generation-

4       Wartsila-20190730.ndf

5          According  to  General  Electric,  switching  from  a  diesel  engine  and  electric  generator

6       (diesel  genset)  to  one  of  it's  a  TM2500,  (a  mobile  36  MW  mobile  gas  turbine  power

7       plant)     burning      LPG     can     save     $7     million     per     year     in     operating      costs.

8       https://www.qe.com/content/dam/qepower-Dado/alobal/en   US/documents/Product/gas-

9       Power-systems-product-cataloa-2019.pdf (page 42)

10          According to gas turbine manufacturer H/.fact/. in a 25 Mw gas turbine, LPG's fuel cost

11       can    be   substantially   less   than   diesel.    Ht.fach/.   assumes   an    LPG   cost   of   $0.86

12       USD/Gallon and a  Diesel cost of$4.50  USD/gallon;  it concludes that the cost of LPG  in

13       terms of one  mill.Ion  BTU's generated  (SMM/BTU)  is  $10.20;  versus  Diesel's  (SMM/BTU

14       $35.00.    Maintenance   intervals   are    increased    also   by   20-30%.                  htttps://lpg-

15        apps org/uploads/Modules/Library/power-generation-lpg-gas-turbines-

16       kuba_hltachLmitsubishljapan  pdf

17              Using  a  BTU  equivalence  calculator  provided  by  M/.dsfream  Enengy  Group  (www

18       micislreamenergygrctup.com)   based   on   the   same   formula,   and   assuming   a   more

19       realistic currentdiesel fuel  cost pergallon  of$2.25,  (EIA US  No 2 Diesel  at $1.98  p/g  as

20       of  October  2019,  plus  shipping  and  handljng)  it's  SMM/BTU  would  be  $16.07.  As  for

21       LPG;  assuming  a  current  market  Puerto  Rico  LPG  wholesale  price  of  approximately
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1       $0.95,  its  cost  SMM/BTU  would  be  $10.37;  a  36  %  difference  in  cost.  This  calculation

2       tends to validate the usvl estimate of 30% reduction  in fuel costs by switching to LPG.

3              According  to  the  lRP,  Exhibit  4-1,  Summary  of Exi.sfi'ng  P/anf  Characten.sf/.os  and

4       Perfo/77')ance,   the  SMM/BTU   of  existing   plants   running   on   Number  2   Oil   and   diesel

5       range between  $11.73 to $22.73.  Key units in the system  like  Mayaguez  1-4 with a 220

6       MW   installed   capacity   and   Cambalache   with   a   248   MW   installed   capacity;   show

7       SMM/BTU'S   rates   of   $17.20   and   $16.40.   This   rates   represent   a   40%   and   36%

8       difference compared to LPG's estimated SMM/BTU.

9         Overall, we believe that a 35°/o spread  in cost is a reasonable estimate.

10                14.   What are the estimated fuel savings of switching from  Number 6  Oil to  LPG  in

11       larger size electric generation plant?

12               a.  In  terms  of energy  costs,  the  advantages  of  LPG  are  lower,  but  still  noticeable.

13        Units  likeAguirre  steam  1  and  2  (SMM/BTU  of$12.52)  and  san  Juan  7-10  (SMM/BTU

14       of   $11.41)   would   benefit   from   a   LPG   conversion.   The   environmental   advantage

15       remains,  however.

16               15. What are the environmental advantages of LPG?

17              a.   As   previously  stated   and   recognized   in   Section  7.1.2.13,   LPG   is  a  clean  and

18       environmentally friendly fuel.  In  terms  of c02 emissions,  its  impact  is slightly  more than

19       LNG  but substantially  lower than  fuel  oils.  LPG  emits  0,23  Kgc02/Kwr versus  0,20 for
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1       natural      gas.      Diesel      emissions     are      much      higher,      at     0,28      Kgc02/Kwr.

2       httDs://www.volker-ciuaschnina.de/datserv/C02-sDez/index  e. DhD

3             Nevertheless,  there  is  an  extremely  important  environmental  factor  that  has  been

4      overlooked  in  the  IRP.  The  fact that  natural  Has  or  LNG  is  a  greenhouse  Gas  and

5       LPG  is  not. This  means that  I.n the event of a  spillage to the  atmosphere,  no damage

6      would be caused by an  LPG emission;  but a substantial environmental damage may

7      be  made  by  a  natural  gas  emission,  since  it  is  almost  composed  entirely  of

8      methane, a greewhousegas.

9              According to the Environmental protection Agency, (EPA):  `Natural gas is mainly

10     methane-a strong greenhouse gas".

11      httDs://\^rww.eDa.aov/ahaemissions/overview-greenhousedases

12       see also

13       httDs:/twww.eia.aov/eneravexplained/natural-gas/natural-aas-and-the-environment.DhD

14      According to the cornell's university Methane project research:

15      "Emissions  of  even  small  amounts  of  unburned  methane  give  natural  gas  a  huge
16      greenhouse gas footprint, since methane is  more than  100 times  more powerful
17      as  a  greenhouse  gas  than  carbon  dioxide.  Natural  gas  and  coal  are  both  climate
18      disasters, with  coal worse for carbon dioxide emissions but natural gas far worse from
19      the standpointofmethane."

20       http://www.eeb,cornell.edu/Howarth/summaries   cH4.php

21            0n the other hand,  LPG  is not a greenhouse gas and  presents absolutely no danger

22       to  the  environment  in  case  of  an  accidental  leakage.  According  to  Propane  101,  an

23       industry sponsored educational website:

24       "Natural  gas,  when  discharged   into  the  environment  is  a  greenhouse  gas  whereas
25       propane  is  not  classified  as  such.  Propane  is  not toxic  or damaging  and  will  not  harm
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the environment if it is released  into the atmosphere,  which  is why  it is  not labeled  as a
greenhouse  gas.  Therefore,  while  propane will  not  contribute  to  pollution  in  its  unused
state   if  released,   natural  gas  will ane   IS   a reen  fuel   before  combustion  and
remains environmentally friendly even after it is used, as described below."

5       httDs://www.DroDanel 01,com/propanevsnaturalaas.htm

6           16.   How could LPG/LNG be used for electric generation in puerto Rico?

7              a.    It should  be  used  as  the  main  alternate fuel  to fuel  oils;  instead  of natural  gas.

8      Note that the same scenario as previously described for the usvl,  Honduras and other

9      countries exists  in Puerto Rico today.  Except for the  Ecoelectrica operation,  we  do  not

10       produce  or  import  natural  gas  in  large  quantities.  It  should  be  noted,  that PREPA has

11       pursued many natural-gas conversion projects; at a costs of millions of dollars, since the

12       turn of the  last century.  PREPA has tried  North  and  South  pipeline  projects,  gas  ports,

13       gas  barges  based  storage  and  other  ideas;  all  to  no  avail.  The  problem  remains:  as

14      much as natural gas is a very desirable fuel; the cost of building new import and

15      storage  facilities  is  astronomically  high  and  we  still  have  no  access  to  U.S.

16      natural gas transporfed in large vessels due to existing Jone's Act limitations.

17             As a matter of fact, Ecoelectrica is currently connected via pipeline to Empire's  LPG

18       import terminal and  main storage facility.  It is currently capable of running  on  LPG;  and

19       it  did,  during the  first  months  after  its  construction  and  does  for  short  periods  of time

20      while the natural gas storage facilities undergo maintenance or repair operations.

21             LPG/SNG  provides an  excellent immediate  available alternative to  LNG  as  a  bn-dge

22       fL/e/,  while  other  renewable  energy  sources  become  available  and  on  a  permanent

23       basis, since a fuel based generation capacity will be necessary in the future.
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1             17.  \/Vhat are the advantages of LPG and SNG as alternate fuel sources?

2               a.  There  are  many  advantages  of  LPG  over other fuel  types  and  should  also  be

3       considered  in  the  lRP.     This  include,   lower  emission  profiles,  (as  stated   in  the lRP)

4       lower full life-cycle costs (versus natural gas for example), and quicker lead-times.

5                  LPG/SNG  is  an    ideal  fuel.  It  is  readily  available,  (some  import  facilities  exist  and

6        are  ready)  and  capital  cost  of  establishing  an  onsite  LPG  orsNG storage  facility  is

7        minimal compared to natural gas; which might be several times higher.  For instance, as

8        a  replacement for natural gas,  a  generating  unit established  near a  LPG  import facility

9        may  be  immediately  converted,  using  the  existing  LPG  import  terminal  and  storage

10        capacity.    It   should   be   noted   that   according   to   Exhibit   6-6   of   the   lRP,   the   GE

11        LM2500+G4  SAC,  a  medium  CCGT,  was  modeled  with  the  capability  of  burning

12        LPG and  natural gaswhen offered as an option forthe North.   Most modern generating

13        units   have  this  capability,   and   it  should   be   incorporated   as  a   requirement  for  any

14        possiblefuture acquisitions.

15              Even  in  the  absence  of  existing  LPG  storage  facilities;  a  storage  facility  could  be

16       easily and  readibly built much  more rapidly and at a fraction of the cost ofa natural gas

17       storage  facility.  The  lower  fuel  storage  costs  might  enable  the  propane  supplier  to

18       deliver the same amount of BTU's at a similar or perhaps a  lower cost.   This would  be

19       the  case  of  Mayaguez  and  Yabucoa,  were  existing  port  facilities  could  be  use  to  fuel

20       existing and proposed peaAunits.
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1            Furthermore,   we   also   believe   that   LPG/SNG should   be   considered   as   a   viable

2       alternate   fuel   for   larger  generating   units   since:   a)   it   is   readily   available;   b)   import

3       facilities  exist  and  c)  capital  cost  of establishing  an  onsite  LPG/SNG storage  facility  is

4       minimal compared to LNG, which  might be several times  higher and  d)  it is a clean fuel

5       source, able to comply with environmental parameters.

6               LPG/SNG  is currently in existence,  readily available;  and  its storage facilities can be

7       built  in  a  very  short  time  (days  or  weeks)  as  compared  to  years  for  any  viable  LNG

8       import and  storage facilities.  LPG  cost of building  a storage facility  is  measured  in

9      thousands  of  dollars  or  low  millions  for  larger  storages;  whjle   LNG  storage

10      facilities  construction  costs  are  measured   in  terms  and  hundreds  of  million

11       dollars.

12               Constructing  an  adequate  natural  gas  import  and  storage  facility  make  take  years

13       and  cost  several  million  dollars.  On  the  other  hand  a  120,000  gallon  Propane  storage

14       facility  consisting  of  four  30,000  gallon  tanks  and  may  be  established  in  a  matter  of

15       days.

16              lt has been estimated that the cost of building  regasification facilities and terminals  in

17       the   Caribbean   requires   total   investment   ranging   from   US$52   mimon   for   Belize   to

18       US$261   mjlljon  for  the  Dominican  Republic.  An  estimate  of  $900  per  cubic  meter  of

19       storage capacity was assumed.  See  Inter American  Development Bank,  Rigoberto Ariel

20      Yepez-Garc'ia and Femando Anaya Amenabar. "Unveiling the natural gas opportunity in

21      thecaribbean".
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1             0n  the  other  hand,  ASME  cylindrical  or  spherical  LPG  storage  tanks  could  cost  a

2       fraction  of such  cost,  being  in  the  low million  dollar range.  Construction  time would  also

3       be afraction of that required foran LNG storage facility.

4                18.     Have  any  feasibility  studies  considered  the  possible  use  of  LPG/SNG  for

5       electrical   utilities   generation   in   specific   scenarios   were   natural   gas   is   not   readily

6       available?

7            a.   Yes.   First,   a   study   commissioned   by  the   Propane   Education   and   Research

8       Council  (PERC)  Worfd  LP  Gas  Associ.afi.ori  (WLPGA)  recommends  SNG  for  Peaking

9      Sfaf/'ons.  Note  that  SNG  and  not  LPG  is  recommended,  in  the  U.S,A.  scenario;

10      namely because it is assumed that LNG will  be available in the future aLnd/or that

11      the equipment is designed to  use LNG  only  burners;  whereby in  Puerto  Rico the

12      Peak  shavers  could  either:  a)  for  existing  units,  be  converted  to  LPG  or  dual

13       LPG/LNG burners or b) for new ones, ordered with LPG and/or LPG/LNG dual fuel

14      capability;andthus run on LPGonly.

15              Even  though  LNG  might  be  cheaper  as  of today,  as  a  fuel,  the  cost  of  LPG/SNG

16       could be lower or come very close to LNG,  however;   if you factor in the opportunity cost

17       related  to  the  time  from  an  order  to  proceed  to  operations.   See,   Eaton,   D.   Gary,

18       "PEAK SHAWIVG  VW/7T/ SIVG"  LP  Gas  Global  Technology  Conference,  2006;  Propane

19       Education  and  Research  Council  (PERC)  World  LP  Gas  Association  (WLPGA).    The

20       introduction   to   this   report   illustrates  the   significance   of  SNG   as   a   complementary

21        alternative fuel when  LNG  is not readily available:
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1         "clearly,  LNG  is  a  critical  strategic tool.  It  allows  transportation  of  inter-regional  gas  to
2       help  meet  large  scale  demands  where  they  exist.   But  LNG  is  not  perfect  for  all
3      applications -it isslowto implementand hugely expensive.

4      For  smaller,  local  supply  and  deliverabilify  issues,  LPG  can  be  a  key.  BIended
5      with air, LPG can be used to supplement natural gas via peak shaving, base-load
6      and back-up fuel applications." (Emphasis added)

7       Its further states as for SNG uses:

8      "A  significant  number  of  utility  SNG  systems  have  been  installed  around  the
9      world.  All  of these  have  been  constructed  to  either supplement natural  gas  via

10      "peak shayi.ng"  or  to  both  precede  the  arrival  of  natural  gas  in  a  region  (e.g.
11      natural  gas  pipeline  is  not yet constructed  but the  desire  is to  have  distributed
12      natural  gas  equivalent  available),  and  then  to  augment as  needed  after  natural
13      gas is presentvia peakshaving."

14       h'itp'//vv\r\rw premiergas com  pk/LPG%20Global%20Technology%20Conference2006%2
15        0Presentation  pdF

16            Second,  according  to  a  2017  World  LP  Gas  Association  ("WLPGA")  market  study

17       related to LPG as an alternative fuel for electrical power generation in nan-natural gas

18      jurisdictions, there are several instances in which a country orjurisdiction may be in an

19       ideal  position to consider the use of LPG/ SNG   as a primary source fuel for electricity

20       generation.   As stated in the publication's introduction:

21       "This study has been commissiened by the world  LPG Association (WLPGA)  in order to
22      highlight  the  key  market  characteristic  which  are  necessary  for  a  country  to  be
23      considered  an  `ideal'  market for Llsing  LPG  as  a fuel  for power generation." Vvorld
24      l_P Gas Assoctiatjon, "The Ideal Market for LPG Power Generation, an exploration of the
25       key   characteristics   which   can   make   a   country   an   ideal   market   for   LPG   Power
26       Ger]erafron".      https://wiM^r.\^rlDaa.ora^^rp-content/uploads/2017/09IThe-Ideal-Market-for-
27       LPGPower-Generation.Ddt. (emphasis added)

28        The following summariees such market characteristics:

29       "ONE: Seeking to fill powergaps of up to 250 Me`^r.

30       Countries which have power shortages and are looking to make  investments to fill short
31       term   power  gaps  will   likely   offer  opportunities  for   LPG,   especially   in   more   remote
32       regions with no natural gas infrastructure.
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1       TWO: Existing power generation relying heavily on diesel / HFO

2       Countries which  rely  heavily on  using  liquid  fuels (e.g.  diesel and  heavy fuel  oil) to  meet
3       their  power  generation  needs  are  often  exposed  to  high  prices  and/or  have  plans  to
4       move  away  from  this  fuel  for  environmental  reasons.  This  creates  an  opportunity  for
5       LPG to be considered as an alternative fuel.

6      THREE:  High wholesale electricity prices.

7       Markets with  high wholesale electricity prices are  likely to offer more attractive pay-back
8       periods for LPG power generation investments.

9       FOUR: Already using LPG (with high propane content)

10       Countries  which  are  already  consuming  large  volumes  of  LPG  are  likely  to  have  the
11       necessary infrastructure in place to facilitate the use of LPG within the power generation
12       sector.   In  most  countries  with   high   LPG  consumption,  the  fuel  is  primarily  used  for
13       residential   applications   (e.g.   cooking).   When   used   for   power  generation,   it   is   also
14       importantthat LPG has high propane content.

15       FIVE:   Limited (or nonexistent) natural gas grid.

16        The  best  opportunities  for  LPG  are  likely  to  be  in  markets  with  a  limited  -  or  non-
17       existent -natural gas grid.  Countries with  an extensive natural gas grid will present few
18       opportunities for LPG.

19       SIX:   Domestic production ofLPG.

20       Countries which  are  producing  significant quantities of LPG  domestically will  likely  have
21       an  access  to  a  more  cost-effective  source  of the  fuel  versus  countries  which  have  to
22       import, often at high  prices.

23       SEVEN: Policies which encourage a focus on emission reduction.

24       Countries  which  are  seeking  to  lower  their  carbon  emissions  may  well  be  looking  to
25       LPG as an  alternative fuel,  especially as a  `bridging'  solution  until  natural gas grids  have
26       beendeveloped.

27        EIGHT: Well-functioning regulatory policies & enforcement.

28       LPG  power  generation  investments  will  be  most  successful  in  markets  which  are  well
29       governed  and  where  the  regulatory  framework  is  conducive  to  doing  business."  The
30        Ideal  Market.  (supra)

31             19.   How do these characteristics/factors in this study compare to puerto Rico?
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1                a.    Seven of the Eight factors are fully applicable to puerto Rico and fully complied

2            with.  Number Six,  is  not applicable.   We  consider factor number ONE:  Seeking  to fill

3            power gaps of up to 250 Mwe.

4               lt   should   be   noted   that  the   proposed  lRPcalls  for  the   conversion   of  existing

5

6

7

8

9

10

"Peatw.ng Unds" from diesel fuel to natural gas, as well as buiiding other such units up

to   a  total   of   18   units. Section  10.1.5 Install   New   Resources,  Mob/.le   Gas   Tt/r)b/./7e

Pearfu.r7g  Unffs  /MG7PU's/.   According  to  the IRP,  this  will  be  of  23  MW  capacities

each,  distributed  at five  different  plant  locations  around  the  island.  It  indicates  that

these new units will be capable of burning containerized  natural Gas delivered

dy truck with on site tankage.

11                 The  lRP therefore  is  seeking  to fill  a  power gap with  the  new  MGTPU's.  LPG  and

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

SNG  should  provide  a  better  fueling  solution  than  LNG.   If  the  MG7PU's  units  are

required  to  run  on  LPG  or  dual  fuel  LPG/LNG;  the  installation  of the  LPG  storage

tanks  should  be  immediately available.  If they are designed  for LNG  only;  then  SNG

will  be the solution; just by adding  the  pump,  vaporizer and  air-mixer at site.  Also as

discussed  below in  question  20,  for purely logistical  reasons,  SNG  delivered  via tank

truck to the MG7PU's is not a viable alternative and should be discarted.

TWO: Existing power generation relying heavily on diesel / HFO

Regarding this factor,  according to the  lRP  in  Section  1.1,  "address the  impacts of an

20       aging generation fleet that burns costly liquid fuels (mostly heavy fuel  oil),  that does  not

21       meet  environmental  regulations  (e.g.  Mercury  and  Air  Toxics  Standards  "MATS"),  has
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1       poor  reliability,  and  is  inflexible,  which  limits the  incorporation  of renewable  resources".

2       Furthermore,  it  states  in  Section  1.2,  that:  "These  changes  are  essential  to  mitigate,

3       manage and  enable timely recovery from future major storms,  while shifting the existing

4       generation fleet from  largely heavy fuel oil and distillate fuels to renewables and cleaner

5        naturalgas."

6          The  largest  operating   PREPA  units  operate  on  fuel-oil  as  illustrated   in   Exhibit  4-1.

7       Summary  of  Existing  plant  Characteristics  and  performance,   of  the   IRP.     A;nd  the

8       existing peak un/.ts operate on diesel fuel. Thus, this factor is fully met.

9              THREE:  High  wholesale  electricity  prices.  This  is  obvious  for  Puerto  Rico,  and

10       necessarily  related  to  factor  number  2.  It  is  sufficient  to  quote  from  the  Statement  of

11        Motives of Law  17-2919:

12              "Electric  power services  in  Puerto  Rjco  are  inefficient,  unreliable,  and  provided  at an
13       unreasonable   cost  to   residential,   commercial,   and   industrial   customers   despite  the
14       existence of a vertically integrated monopolistic structure."

15              According to the  EIA,  residential energy costs  in  puerto  Rico  is approximately 20.37

16       cents        per        kw/h        while        the        median        US        price        is        13.34        cents.

17       httDs://www.eia.aov/state/data.Oho?sid=RQ#ConsumDtion

18                  FOUR: Already using LPG (with high propane content)

19             The  Puerto  Rico  LPG  market  has  been  developed  since  the  1950's  and  includes

20       various  import facilities,  hundreds  of filling  stations  and  approximately  600  independent

21        d istributors.
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1              Puerto   Rico's   LPG   market  consumes   approxiniately  4  thousand   barrels/day  or

2       61,320,000 gallons  per year,  according  to  the  Energy  Information Administration  as  Of

3       2016.  www.eia.aov/staterdata,  Puerto Rico has a considerable storage capacity of LPG

4       with  approximately  23,400  MT  for  Empire's  Procaribe;  Corco,  with   1,820  MT,   Puma

5       Energy,  2,300  MT,  Tropisas,  960  MT;  Phillips  (Closed)  3,650  MT;  Puerto  Rice  Fuels,

6       1,340 MT.  Four (4) terminals are located on the southern part of puerto Rico (Procaribe,

7       Corco, Phillips and pR Fuels) and two (2) in the north.  (Puma and Trapisas)

8            Almost all  of the  LPG  imported  to  Puerto  Rico  is  HD5  with  a  minimum  of 90%  pure

9       propane. The factor is fully complied with.

10          FIVE:   Limited (or nonexistent) natural gas grid

11              Another  obvious  factor.   Currently   Puerto   Rico   has  only   1   LNG   import  facility  at

12       Ecoelectrica.  Furthermore,  the  IRP  in  Section  1.1,  considers  various  scenarios  relating

13       to the possible growth of this infrastructure as follows:

14       Scenario  1   -  No  new  natural  gas  (gas)  delivery  infrastructure  added  combined  with
15       expected  (base case) cost and availability of renewable generation.
16
17       Scenario  2  -Gas delivery  is  made available  only  in  the  north  combined  with  expected
18       (base  case)  cost  and  availability  of  renewable  generation  (this  Scenario  was  dropped
19       afterthefirst screening).
20
21       Scenario  3  -Gas  is  made  available  at  multiple,  new  LNG  terminals  (north,  east  and
22       west  locations)  combined  with  further  reduction  in  the  cost  of  renewable  and  higher
23        renewable availability.
24

Scenario  4  -  Gas  is  made  available  at  multiple,  new  LNG  terminals  (north,  east  and
west locations) combined with expected (base case) cost of renewable and availability.



1       Scenario 5 -Similarto scenario 4,  butwith the Aguirre offshore Gas  port as an option,
2       larger combined cycle units and centralized strategy  1 , as described below.

3              We  believe  that  taking   into  account  PREPA'S   past  traumatic  experiences  with

4       natural gas  import facmties,  including 2 failed  gaseoducts and  1  gasport:  as well  as the

5       existing  Jones Act  limitations;  only  Scenarios  1  and  2  (assuming  San  Juan's  5  ancJ  6

6       conversion succeeds) should be realistically be considered.

7            Thus,   LPG/SNG   are   poised   as   real,   immediately  available  and  financially  sound

8       alternative fuels to natural gas;  and should be considered and  integrated fully in the lRP

9       as a rational substitute and/or complementary fuel  v/.s a vt.s natural gas.

10       SIX:   Domestic production ofLPG.

11              Puerto  Rico  currently  does  not  produce  LPG;  it  used  to  in  the  1960's  to  90's  while

12       the  refineries  and  petrochemical  complexes  operated.  Nevertheless,  it  has  had  more

13       than 5 decades of experience using  LPG as previously described.

14      SEVEN: Policies which encouragea focus on emission reduction

15             This   is   another  obvious  factor.   As   a   matter  of  fact,   the   proposed   lRP   already

16       recognizes  that  LPG  is  a  clean  fuel,  capable  of  meeting  Federal  MATT  Standards  as

17       applicableto  PREPA:

18           7.1.2.13 Alternative Fuels

19       PREPA   received   an   unsolicited   proposal   from   Puma   Energy   Caribe   (Puma)   and
20       Aggreko   in  August  2017,   which   was  approved   for  further  consideration   in   October
21         2017...
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1       The DroDosed solution \^rould also have a  relativelv low heat rate (8.900  BtLI/k\^/hl
2      to Provide efficient Power cieneration,  bum  relatively clean  LPG fuel to help meet
3       MATS standards  land which  is tvDicallv  cheaDer than  diesel  or residual  fuel  oil),
4       have a fast start time of two minutes to l00% capacity, and be strategically located near
5       existing  Puma facilities where  no  additional  LPG  storage would  be  needed  beyond  the
6       existing  100,000 barrels ofLPG storage."

7       EIGHT: Well-functioning regulatory policies & enforcement.

8             Needless to say, the existence of the Bureau together with the poliey and operational

9       considerations of Laws 57-2014, 4-2016,120-2018 and  17-2019; attest to the existence

10       Of such policies and procedures.

11             20. Why is SNG via tank truck not a desirable alternative for the MG7PU's?

12           a. This arrangement is inherently flawed and limited.

13             First, the operation of containerized  natural gas as described  in the lRp assumes the

14       supply  of  LNG  delivered  by truck;  may  be  described  as  follows.  Rather than  having  a

15       large LNG tank at the site of the MG7PU's (capable of delivering fuel for at least several

16       weeks  or  months)  together  with  the  complex  re-gasification  equipment  needed,  the

17       truck  itself acts  as  self-contained  LNG  storage  and  de  re-gasification  equipment.  They

18       are capable of maintaining the  LNG refrigerated  until the time comes for re-gasification,

19      performed  at the same truck.  Note that the trucks are filled  at LNG stations  on the

20       U.S.  mainland  and  then  shipped  to  Puerto  Rico;  thus,  its  delivery  depending  on  a

21       complex delivery process;  not controlled  by PREPA; and  not even completely controlled

22       bythe LNG providerhimself.

23             Needless  to  say,  the  proposal  contained  in  the  lRP  for  fueling  the  MG7PU's  with

24      natural gas and on site storage facilities,  depends entirely upon Scenarios 3, 4   or 5
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1       of  Section   1.1   of  the   lRP  coming  to  life;   assuming  that  LNG   is  made  available  at

2       multiple,  new  LNG  terminals.  This  are,  as  of  today,   highly  speculative  scenarios,

3       bearing  in  mind that PREPA has been  attempting a  natural gas conversion for almost 3

4       decades; and  has consistently failed.

5           Assuming  no additional  LNG  import facilities are developed  in  puerto  Rico;  then each

6       tank truck will contain a  limited amount of LNG;  and  its continuity of service depends on

7       a  replacement truck taking  its place before the existing's truck's  LNG  is depleted.  Thus

8       any  major  natural  disaster  such  as  an  earthquake  or  hurricane  will  disrupt  the  site's

9       supply  of  LNG;  causing  an  immediate,  indefinite  shut-down.  If the  existing  PeaA  Uni.ts

10       would  have  been  running  on  LNG  trucks  during  Hurricane  Maria;  the  units would  have

11       to be maintained out of service for weeks or months; due to the limited availability at the

12       portsto receivethe LNG trucks.

13            But,  even  assuming,  angt/er)do,  that multiple  LNG  import facilities  become available;

14       the  onsite  LNG  storage  considered  due to  its enormous  complexity  and  cost (including

15       on   site   storage   and   re-gas/.froaf/.on),   as   well   as   the   time   of   completion   of   such

16       installations, would make it an inefficient arrangement.

17           To   solve    this    problem,    the    proposed    A4G7PU's    in    thelRP   should    be

18       immediately  converted  to  LPG/SNG,  achieving  immediately  a  30%  plus  reduction  in

19      fuel costs, asthe usvl experience shows.

20             21.  Has PREPA analyzed the containertank truck LNG option?
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1            a. YES.  In a 2017 a sf.emens report prepared for PREPA called "fue/ De//.very opt/.on

2      Assessment" analyzed the possibility of supplying the san Juan,  Palo seco and Aguirre

3       units    via    International    Organization    for   Standardjzatjon    ("lso")    LNG    tank   truck

4       containers.  The  report  discarded  this  possibility  because  of the  huge  amount  of daily

5       containers  required;  (as  high  as  600)  bilt  it also  analyzed  the  logistical  risks  inherent to

6       this  option  (assuming  no  additional  LNG  terminals  are  available).  The  report  stated  in

7        Section 7.1:

8       "The complex supply chain  involves many moving  parts,  requires tight coordination,  and
9       good working  relationships with supply and delivery partners...

10
11       As  mentioned  above,  successful  operation of this  complex supply chain will  require the
12       well-coordinated  efforts  of  several  third  parties  including  the  fuel  supplier  loading  LNG
13       into  containers,  the  port  authority  loading  containers,  the  shipper delivering  the  cargo,
14       the  Puerto  Rico  port  unloading  and  delivering  containers  to  San  Juan,  the  San  Juan
15       staff manipulating the fuel storage container both full  and empty,  and  a trucking  service
16       to deliver containers to other locations.
17

The health of any one partner could place the delivery at risk,  so mitigating plans must
be prepared to be executed  upon."

21                 22.  Is the world's LPG market able and ready to handle pREPA'S requirements?

22            a.  Yes.  The  world  market for  LPG  is  a  surplus  market,  more  than  ready  to  absorve

23       any increase in demand. As a matter offact,  as of2019, the u.S.  supply presents a gap

24       between capacity and  actual exports that started to open  up in 2016 and  is projected to

25       close  between  2019  and  2021.   https://www.faenerav.com/nqls/lpa-forecast-2019.aspx.

26       lt should  be  noted thatthe  U.S.  became a  net exporter of LPG  in  2012,  and  since then

27       has been  increasing  its exports due to the so called  "sha/e revo/uf/.on",  since American

28       sha/e  oil  is  rich  in  gas  natural  liquids;  and  LPG  is  being  derived  more  and  more  from

29       suchliquids.
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1             The  ever increasing  U.S.  production  Of LPG  has  helped  create the  surplus  market.

2       Still, the US is expanding its LPG export capacity.   As stated by Butane-Propane News

3        in 2008:

4       "As  noted  at the  February Argus Americas  LPG  Summit in  Key  Largo,  Fla.,  the  U.S.  is
5       not onlythe largest LPG exporfer,  but alsothe leading  producer in the world,  and one of
6      the  results  of  this  exponential   rise  in  production  has  been  increased  exports.  ±E§
7      exports have suraed to more than 16 million tones a Year from a startina Point of
8      about 5  million tones  less than  10 Years ado.  meanwhile transforming  the global
9       market. Additional  projects to build  new export facilities are  planned,  which  couid  push

10       U.S.  export capacityto40 million tons by2018." (Emphasis added)
11
12       https://bDnews.com/index. Dhp/publications/magazine/current-issue/830-u-s-is+A/orld-s-
13       La raestl Da rexo o rte r-b ut"h en +^/i I I-rna rket-ba fa n ce
14

15            According  to   /HS  MARK/7-  jn  a   presentation   by  Dr.   Walt  Hart,   total   LPG  worid

16       production was  250  million  metric tons  (mm)  in  2010;  increased  to  around  325  mrnt  in

17       2019 and is expected to reach approximately 360 mmt in 2025.

18       httDs://\^ww.Ipqc.or.io/corporate/information/imaaes/Ph.D„P.E.Ilart.pclf

19       According to an OPIS staff Report in January2019:

20       "Significant continued growth is expected in u.S.  propane production, associated with
21       continued  increases projected  in permian production.  IHS Markit research points to a
22       300,000-b/d increase in  u.S.  propane producti.on by end-2019,  pushing the total to near
23       2  million  b/d  bythestartof2020,  anewrecord."..

24       Growth   in   production   and   flat  demand   would   contribute  to  a   build   in   U.S.   propane
25        inventories  through  2019.  IHS  Markit  projections  call  for  U.S.  propane  stockpiles  of 78
26       million  bbl   in   December  2019,   compared  with  around  68.5  million  bbl  at  the  end  of
27        2018."

28         http://bloa.oDisnet.com/2019-lpq-price-Preview

29             Puerto   Rico  would   be  not  only  a  plausible  customer  for  the  world   LPG  supply

3o       industry:    jt   would   be   a   highly   desirable   one.    Having   established   the   worldwide

31       availability of LPG/SNG; the puerto Rico LPG industry has the necessary infrastructure,
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1       import   facilities   and   transportation   resources   to   serve   PREPA'S   requirements   for

2       LPG/SNG on an almost jmmediatetimetable.

3                  23.   Siemens states in section 7.1.2.14 of the  lRp that while increases in propane

4       production   associated   with   U.S.   sAa/e   gas   production   have   led   to   recent   market

5       imbalances that have depressed the  prices  Of this  product,  however  LPG  prices  have

6       begun to rjse.  How does this compares to actual LPG Mont Belvieu spot prices?

7          a.   LPG   orices   have   not  increased   at  all;   they   have   declined   substantially.

8       According to the Energy  Information (EIA) as ofJanuary2018, the spot price pergallon

9       at  Mont  Belview  TX  (reference  market  for  Puerto  Rico)  for  January  2018  was  S.90,

10       dropped  to  S.88  in  June  and  further  dropped  to  $0.67  in  December.  The  price  kept

11       dropping  in  2019;  at  $0.66  in  January,  decreased  to  $0.449  in  June  and  reached  a

12        historic low inAugust of$0.40.   Today it is so.46.

13       https://www.eia.Qov/dnav/pet/lHSVLeafHandler.ashx?n=pet&s=eer  eDllpa   pf4  v44mb
14       dDo&f=m

15       As indicated by /HS MARK/Tin June 2019:

16      "Us propane prices have been on a free-fall since January of this year with further
17      downside  price  pressure  expected.  Weekly  US  propane  prices  have fallen  from  63
18       cents  per  gallon  (cpg)  in  early  January  to  41   cpg  in  mid-June  based  on  various  and
19       sundry  market factors.  The  market factors  affecting  the  US  propane  price  include  but
20       are  not  limited  to  crude  oil  prices,   US  natural  gas  production  from  both  oil-directed
21       drilling   and   natural   gas-directed   drilling,   and   weekly   and   monthly   propane   supply,
22       demand, trade and inventory levels.."   (Emphasis added)

23       https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analvsis/how-low-can-the-mont-belvieu-Propane-Drice-
24       ao.html

25
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1         The  increased  offer  of  LPG  on  a  worldwide  basis,  due  to  the  enournous  Sha/e  Gas

2       revolution factor; has expanded to global markets,  making  LPG increasingly atractive for

3       alternate  applications,   including   power  generation.     Furtermore,  as  highligted  by  Dr.

4       WaltHart:

5       "With  US  Shale  Gas  being  a  key disruptor of the decade,  increased  supply of LPG  has
6       been  made available to the global  markets,  increasing  product competitiveness.  This  is
7       encouraging  newer applications of the product,  both on the wholesale and  retail chain -
8      from  petrochemicals  to  usage  as  a  marine  bunker  fuel."    Wart  Hart,   "LPG  Demand
9       DH.vers forthe Ivexf Decade" lHS MARKIT, 2019.

10       www.wll)aa.ora/wD-content/uploads/2018/12/Round-Table-Discussion-Global-Trends-
ll       Demand-Drivers-for-the-next-decadewalt-Hart.pdf

12

13       According   to   Dr.   Walt   Hart,   in   an   analisis  taking   into   account  the   surplus   market

14       conditions  of the  LPG  market  driven  by  the  U.S.  sha/e  revolution,  LPG  pricing  at  Mt.

15        Belview TX will  remain stable  until approximately 2026,  increasing then  slightly due to---

16---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

18---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19---------------------------..-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20-----------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

21-------------------------------------..-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

22--------------..------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

23---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

24---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

25---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1         production                  leveling                  and                  world                  demand                  flatening.

3
4       See /HS WAF?K/7-presentation by Dr. Walt Hart,  Supra.

5             Section  7.2.5 estimates future  LPG  prices  based  on  a  historical  regression  analysis

6       of  petroleum  products.  We  believe  that  a  more  realistjc  approach  should  factor  in  the

7       surplus  market condition  of LPG  supply;  created  by the  sha/e  revolution  as well  as the

8       forecasted  increases  in  U.S.  production.  The  IRP's    LPG  cost  projection  starts  from  a

9       $1.12   delivered   price   per  gallon   in   2018   and   $1.10  for  2019   benchmarks,   and  we

10       believe that a  current price  (assuming  no  excise tax applies)  should  be  close to  $0.95.
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1       ln  our opinion,  the forecasted  increase  in  u.S.  LPG  production  and  the  relative stability

2       of  U.S.  demand;  will  keep  the  price  on  a  lower  track  and  further  closing  the  small

3       existing gap in price in terms ofSMM/BTu between LPG and  LNG.

4          The  lRP's  Fuel  cost estimate for 2018  is  based  on  a  Base Forecast of $0.87  (Nom.

5       S/gal).   See  PREPA,  CEPR  Fuel  Cost  Rol  1_7_01.   This   appears to  be  based  on the

6       2018 yearly  price as  indicated  by the  EIA of$0.878.   But as of August 2019,  the yearly

7       average for LPG Spot Mt.  Belview was approximately $0.56 (January to August) a $0.31

8       difference. Today it stands at$0.46.

9        httos://wi^w.eia.ciov/dnav/oethist/EEF`.  EPLLPA   PF4  Y44MB   DPGD.htmimatel

10           The  IRP's   Section  7.1.2.14 forecast on  climbing  and  increasing  LPG  prices  seens to

11       be not based  on actual and  real market conditions and should  be revised and  corrected

12        immediately.

13              24.    Siemens  states  in  Section  7.1.2.14  of the  lRP  that  in  the  long-term,  propane

14       prices will  maintain  hisher  levels  relative to  diesel  and  that  propane  is  not expected  to

15       be  long-term  costeifective  solution.  How  do  this  compare  to  actual  market  conditions

16      and data?

17               a.  This  conclusion  does  not  constitute  a  correct  analysis  according  existing  and

18       forecasted market condiotions.

19                   First,  the statement contradicts what  is stated  in the  IRP  in  section  7.1,2.13,  that.'

20      "Siemens believes that LPG fuel will remain cost-comDetitive comDared to diesel

21       anc/ residua/ ft+e/ o//." Also,  it should  be  rated  that comparing  LPG to  Diesel,  Exhibit 7-
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1      12.  Delivered  Fuels  Price  Forecast to  San  Juan  /  Palo  Seco  /  Mayaguez  /  Yabucoa

2       (Nominals/MMBtu)  the   lRP  maintains  in  general  terms  the  price  difference  between

3       LPG and  Diesel; with a consecutive advantage for LPG.

4          Second,  market  analists  forecast  indicates  that  LPG  should  remain  as  a  lower cost

5       option over diesel fuel oils. As stated in  recently by the WLPGA:

6       "The   US  shale  gas  boom   has   increased  the  production  Of  LPG  considerably,   and
7       propane  is  also  now  competitively  priced  compared  to  LFO  and  HFO.  The  US  Energy
8      Information  Administration  forecasts  that  propane  \^rjll  be  significantly  cheaper
9       than   both  LEO  and  HFO  in  the  region  in  the  future."  httDs/^^M^^/.wlDaa.oro^^/o-

10       contenvui)loads#019ro2/Roatan-28-M\/VIPG-Power-Plant-2019.Dclf
11

Furthemore, according to General Electric:

13           "There  are  alternative fuels that offer both  environmental  and  economic benefits.  For
14       example,  propane (LPG) is both a  lower cost fuel and  offers improved emissions (fewer
15       particulates,   less  sox)  than  some  liquid  fuels,   including   high  sulfur  diesel  fuels  and
16      HFO.  Figure  17  shows that  propane spot prices  have  been  historically  lower than
17      diesel,  with  propane  being  ~50%  of current diesel  prices  as  of November 2018."
18      General Elec;tr.ic, Aereo Fuel Flexibility whitepaper, (supra).
19
20            Please  note  that  as  previously  stated  in  our  answer  to  question  23,  LPG  has  been

21       forecast to maintain  price  levels  per gallon  of close or lower than  $0.50  until  2026,  and

22       then  increasing  slightly and  Siemen's  Fuel forecast calls for Diesel  prices ascending  up

23       to  $2.35  per  gallon  on  2026  and  constantly  climbing  tp  $3.34  in  2040.    See  PREPA,

24       CEPRFuelcostR0117   01.

25            25.     Siemens  states  in  Section  7.1.2.14  of  the  lRP  that  over  the  past  two  years,

26       propane has been about 2.5times as costlyas natural gas.  Isthis a correctconclusion?

27          a.  No.  According  to  Exhibit 7-13  of the  lRP,  Costa  Sur natural gas  in  2018  had  a cost

28       per  MM/BTU   of  $9.02   and  $8.08  in  the  best  scenario.  As  previously  stated   in   our
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1       answerto question  13,  LPG would  have an approximate cost per MM/BTU  of$10.37 (at

2        S.95pergallon).

3           As  simple  mathematics  reveals,  2.5 times  $9.02  equals to  $22.50.  For  LPG to  reach

4       this   price   level,   each   gallon   of   LPG   would   need   to   have   a   delivered    price   of

5       approximately $2.00.  The  annual  average  LPG  per gallon  Mt.  Belview  price was  $0.48

6        in2016,$0.76in2017and$0.87in2018.

7                 25.   Vvhat are Empire's specific recommendations related to the lRP?

8           a.   First,  the   lRP  should   be   reviewed   and   Section  7.1.2.14  IVo  Ivew  Ivafura/  Gas

9       /nrrasfrucfure,  should be amended to conclude that LPG/SNG is a viable and practical

10      primary  fuel  for  PREPA'S  need  for a  clean,  affordable  fuel  in  order to  fulfill  the

11       lRP's  policy  objective,  for the following  reasons:    a)  The  LPG  market   operates  on  a

12       supply side, with a low costforecastforthe next 10-15 years;  it is available and  readyto

13       immediately    serve    Puerto    Rico's    immediate    needs    for    a    safe,    economic    and

14       environmental friendly fuel  as a  replacement for fuel  oils.  b)     LPG  is  a  safe  and  clean

15       fuel,  and  it  is  NOT  classified  as  a  greenhouse  gas,  c)      LPG/SNG  storage  cost  and

16       development time  are  a  fraction  of those  required  by  LNG.  d)     LPG  infrastructure  and

17       market have been  developed  in  Puerto  Rico for decades,  and the  local  LPG  industry  is

18       ready  to  serve  PREPA'S  needs;  and  at  the  same  time,  helping  our  local  economies'

19       growth.

2o                 Second, the lRP should be amended to provide for the use of LPG/SNG instead of

21       LNG for the conversion of existing  "Peakt.r]g uni.ts" and future  MGrpu's from diesel fuel

22       to a  new fuel;  as well as for the  proposed  building  of additional  units  up to a total of 18
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1       units.  The  lRp  indicates that these  new units will  be  capable of burning  containerized

2       natural  gas  delivered  by  truck  with  on-sitetankage.  See  Section 10.1.5 Install  New

3      F\esouroes, Mob.ile Gas Turbine peaking units (MGTPu's|. We Droi.ose that such

4      units should be fueled instead with LPG orsNG entirelv.

5             lt  is  Empire's  proposal  that  such  Peak/.ng  Un/ts  and  new  MG7PU's  should  be  fired

6       entirely  using  LPG/SNG  instead  of LNG,   at a  lower cost than  diesel;  taking  into  effect

7       the   following   factors:   a)   LPG/SNG is   readily   available   for   immediate   consumption,

8       whereas  a  containerized  natural  gas  is  not  and  its  availability  in  significant  numbers

9       depends  on  the  yet  to  be  built  LNG  importation  and  re-gasification facilities;  b)  capital

10       cost  of  establishing   an   or)-si.te   LPG/SNG storage   facilities   is   minimal   compared   to

11       containerized  natural gas, which  might be several times  higher;  c) containerized  natural

12       gas  depends  on  the continuous availability  of  relatively  small  capacity  self-contained

13       storage  trucks  and  does  not  provide a  high  security  of supply  assurance  d)  LPG/SNG

14       can  be  stored  nearly  indefinitely without degradation  e)  as  demonstrated  in  the  weeks

15       following   Hurricane   Mar/.a,   diesel   supplies   were   rapidly   exhausted;   but   LPG   was

16       available  in  quantity due to the industries'  proven storage capacity.

17               As previously discussed  in  question  number 20,  natural gas delivered  by truck with

18        onsite tankage is not a viable alternative for the MG7PU's.  Ifthe lRp  is not immediately

19        amended,  switching from  LNG to  LPG/SNG,  the integration to the grid of the MG7PU's

20        and  the  existing  Pek/.ng  Un/.fs with  an  alternative,  cheaper  and  cleaner fuel  would  be

21        unreasonably     delayed;     constituting     an     unreasonable     burden     on     the     lRP's

22        implementation  schedule.  It would  condemn  energy consumers to  higher energy costs
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1        for many years, just because the lRp insists on relying on natural gas being available in

2        large quantities and places, when the present conditions do not facilitate such scenario.

3              Third,  as  to  the  proposed  new  LNG  marine  terminals  in  Mayaguez  and  Yabucoa,

4        Sections  1.2.3  (10),1.2.3  (11)  and  10.1.7  of the  lRP;  for  which  the  lRP,  based  on  the

5       uncertainty   of   the   availability   of   an   abundant   natural   gas   supply   on   the   island,

6       recommends that PREPA proceed with the preliminary permitting and planning activities

7       for    LNG    conversion    together    with    their    associated     ship-based     LNG    delivery

8       infrastructure;  (Section  1.2.  page  1-8)  we  recommend  instead   that  such  terminals

9      should be for LPG instead ofLNG importation and workto begin immediately.

10            This   is  due  to  the  fact  that  contrary  to  the  case  of  natural   gas,   LPG   presents

11       absolutely  no  uncertainties  at  all.  Quite  to  the  contrary,  storage  could  be  easily  done

12       with standard  LPG tanks and supply of LPG would be immediately available.

13             The Mayaguez  4 x 50 Mw aerode„.vafi.ve gas turbines could be quickly converted to

14       LPG ordual  LPG/LNG service. As stated by GE:

15        "Today,  GE's  aeroderivative gas turbines  are  capable of operating  on  a  wide  range  of
16       LPG  fuels,  from  1000/o  propane  to  100%  butane.  This  has  been  enabled  primarily  by
17       upgrades to the controls and fuel accessory systems to deal with the large difference  in
18       vaporization  temperature  between  propane  and  butane."  General  Electric,  Aereo  Fuel
19        Flexibility whitepaper"  (supra).
20

21            Even   before  the  burner  conversion   is  finished,   a   receiving   LPG  storage  terminal

22       facility could  be designed  and  built at a fraction  of the cost and time  required for a  LNG

23        terminal.
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1               ln  relation to the proposed  CCGT 302 MW unit planned for Yabucoa, there could  be

2        many options for the  establishment of a  LPG  import facility  near the  new  plant.  Again,

3        this could  be done at a fraction of the time and cost.

4            Fourth, as to existing  mayor mayor oil or diesel fueled generating  units that are close

5        toa  port facility;  such asAguirre steam  I  and 2,  CCGT  1  and 2;  Costa sursteam  3, 4,

6        5 and 6;  Costa SurGTand  Palo Seco  1,  2,  3 and4;  the  IRP should considerswjtching

7        from  natural  gas  to  LPG/SNG  as  their  main  fuel  source;  because  of  the  immediate

8        availability  of  such  fuel  sources,   immediate  favorable  environmental  impact  and  the

9        short construction time for storage facilities.

10

11             26.   What would be your conclusion and closing remarks?

12               a. As time  is of the essence,  the  lRP  should  mandate the  LPG/SNG fuel  option  as

13        the  most  readily  available  and  cost-efficient  option  for the  implementation  of the  lRP's

14        goals  in  relation  to  environmental  compliance  and  facilitating  the  incremental  use  of

15        renewable  energy  sources.  Plus,  the  use  of the  local  LPG  industry  as  a  primary  fuel

16        source  for  PREPA  or  its  successors  would  help  the  island's  economic  development

17        process by generating newjobs and economic opportunities locally.

18           The  Puerto   Rico  LPG  industry  is  here,   available  and   ready  to  immediately  serve

19        Puerto Rico's immediate needs for a safe, economic and environmental friendly fuel as
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1       a   replacement  for  fuel   oils.   Contrary   as   indicated   in   the   lRP,   LPG   prices   are   not

2       increasing;   they   have   been   reduced   scientifically.   The   lRP   should   incorporate   this

3       unique  opportunity.  Otherwise  we will  be  held  hostages  of the  nafura/ gas  conf/.nuum,

4       endlessly  waiting  for  two  or  more  decades  for  a  multiplicity  of  natural  gas  import  and

5       storage facilities as section's  1.1  Scenarios' 2-5 hope for; that have never materialized.

6                                                          CERTIFICATI0N

7                 I  Ram6n Gonzalez simounet, of legal age, single and a resident of san Juan,  P.R.

8       CERTIFY that the contents of my testimony offacts personally known to me is the truth

9       according  to  my  best  good  faith  and  reasonable  knowledge.  As  for  all  technical  and

10       operational  aspects  included   in   my  testimony;  they  are  based  on   public  information

11       which  I  have  gathered  in  good  faith;  but  I  cannot  and  do  not  guaranty  the  truthfulness

16      NIidfN.it  qw2/

23

Sworn and subscribed  before me by Ram6n  Gonzalez Simounet, of legal age,  single,
lawyer and a  resident of San Juan,  PR who I do give faith
JuanpRthis/jfofoctober2019.
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25       CERTIFY:  that  I  have  sent a  copy of this  motion  via  e  mail  to all  parties  in  the  case  as

26       follows:
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